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Abstract: Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome (PCOS) is directly associated with bodyweight that could be triggered by altered
dietary behavior which includes binge eating, anorexia nervosa, uncontrolled eating, bulimia, and excessive dieting
behavior. The present study aimed to assess dietary intake and eating disorders among different phenotypes of polycystic
ovarian syndrome. Total 147 women suffering from PCOS were selected as the case and 144 women as control group. All
PCOS subjects were classified into four phenotypes i.e. A, B, C, D based on the presence and absence of symptoms such as
hyperandrogenism, ovulatory dysfunction, polycystic ovarian morphology. Dietary intake and eating disorder were
measured by self-constructed food frequency questionnaire, 24-hour dietary recall and EAT-26 scale. Mean energy and fat
intake was significantly high (<0.01) in phenotypes of PCOS as compared to the control group. Carbohydrate intake was
high among all phenotypes as compared to the healthy subject but statistically not significant. A significant difference was
observed <0.01 among all participants in reference of eating disorder. Maximum participants from phenotypic classification
were at risk to develop eating disorder. A limited energy and fat intake could be helpful in managing symptoms associated
with the different phenotypes of PCOS.
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Introduction - Polycystic ovarian syndrome is generally associated with cluster of symptoms i.e., reproductive failure, metabolic
dysfunction, and psychological disorders1. Women with polycystic ovarian syndrome are more susceptible to developing various
psychological disorders including stress, anxiety, and depression 2, 3, 4. Various studies show an association between psychological
disorder (mood disorder) and increased body mass index 3, 5. Body image dissatisfaction also contributes to eating disorders
including binge eating disorder, bulimia nervosa, anorexia nervosa, night eating disordered 6. According to Rotterdam criteria, the
polycystic ovarian syndrome is classified into four phenotypes based on the presence and absence of symptoms i.e.,
hyperandrogenism, ovulatory dysfunction, and polycystic ovaries. In phenotypic classification women with hyperandrogenism,
experienced an increased body mass index and worse clinical outcome i.e., hypercholesteremia, elevated level of luteinizing
hormone, follicular stimulating hormone, etc. as compared to rest phenotype 7. Women with phenotype A (hyperandrogenism +
ovulatory dysfunction+ polycystic ovarian morphology) had an increased dietary intake as compared to healthy women 8. Based on
the above facts present study aimed to assess daily dietary intake, dietary preferences, anthropometric characteristics, and eating
disorder in all phenotypes of PCOS and its caparison to healthy women.
Materials and MethodSubjectsA cross-sectional, case-control study was conducted from November 2019 to September 2021 at the Institute of Medical Sciences,
Banaras Hindu University, OPD-105, Varanasi. PCOS participants ranged in age from 11 to 24 were recruited according to
Rotterdam Criteria 1. All participants who presented for routine checkups were selected as the control group and were excluded if
they had menstrual dysfunction or hirsutism. Pregnancy, Adrenal Hyperplasia, Hypothyroidism were exclusion criteria for both
groups. All participants who reported pharmacological treatment such as oral contraceptive pill within 14 weeks, type 2 diabetes,
and hypertension were also excluded to reduce biases. Recruited participants suffering from PCOS were classified into four
phenotypes including – A, B, C, D. All participants gave oral and written consent. The study was approved by Institute Ethics
Committee, IMS, Banaras Hindu University.
Anthropometrics –
After the screening of all participants’ anthropometric assessments were conducted. Bodyweight (to the nearest 0.1 kg) height (to
the nearest 0.5 cm) were measured with minimum clothes and without shoes. Waist circumference was measured at the midpoint
between the lower margin of the last palpable ribs and the top of the iliac crest and hip circumference was measured around the
widest part of the buttock by using a stretch‐resistant flexible tape. Body Mass Index was calculated with kg/m2 formula. Waist–
Hip ratio (WHR) was calculated by waist measurement divided by hip measurement.
Dietary intake and Food consumption patternA self-constructed food frequency questionnaire and 24-hour dietary recall method were used to collect information about longterm food consumption patterns, total calorie intake, portion size, and number of meal consumption. The nutritional calculation was
performed with an N-tuitive calculator that is used for dietary calculation based on the Indian database NIN, ICMR, IFCT 2017.
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Eating AttitudeEating attitude test was performed with the administration of EAT-26 scale which has 26 questions that assess the risk of discorded
eating. Each item is a 6-point Likert scale ranging from always to never. The EAT-26 is useful as a screening tool to assess ‘eating
disorder risk’. Detect characteristics and concerns related to anorexia and bulimia 9. Individuals who score 20 or more on the test
have risk of eating disorder or individual who scores below 20 on the scale could also have mild risk of eating disorder.
Statistical Analysis- SPSS version 26.0 was used to perform statistical analysis.
Results Table No 1 – Anthropometric characteristics, acne, and hirsutism of women with (phenotypes A, B, C, D) and without
PCOS.
Variables
Phenotype A
Phenotype B
Phenotype C
Phenotype D
Control
PN=45
N=21
N=32
N=49
N= 144
Value
19.28±1.3
20.34±1.2
21.52±1.56
20.33±1.54
20.54±1.99
0.155
Age
Menarche age

13.4±1.84

13.3±1.3

13.7±1.3

14.3±1.4

12.4±1.8

0.008

Weight

63.5±5.4

67.2±4.2

65.9±4.9

67.3±4.5

56.8±3.8

<0.01

BMI

27.2±1.49

28.7±1.34

27.7±1.70

28.1±1.33

22.2 ±2.29

<0.01

101.4±5.12

105.2±4.23

101.8±5.26

102.3±4.02

91.3±5.65

<0.01

Waist
circumference
WHR

.98±.033

.92±.034

.99±0.28

.89±.026

.86±.04

<0.01

Acne

32(71.1%)

16(76.1%)

28(87.5%)

-

-

.308

Hirsutism

34(75.5%)

19(90.4%)

29(90.6%)

-

-

<0.01

Anthropometric Characteristics- Table No 1 shows the nutritional status and anthropometric characteristics of all participants.
There was no significant relationship among all phenotypes and control group in terms of age and age at menarche except for Body
weight, Body Mass Index, waist circumference, and waist-hip ratio. Waist hip ratio was >.80 among maximum participants of
phenotypic classification which is a strong indicator of central obesity. A significant difference was observed among all participants
about hirsutism except acne which is directly associated with PCOS.
Table No 2 – Dietary preferences in the different phenotypes of PCOS and control group.
Variables
Phenotype A
Phenotype B
Phenotype C
Phenotype D
Control
PN=45
N= 21
N=32
N= 49
N= 144
Value
Lacto- Vegetarian
16 (35.6%)
6 (28.6%)
7 (21.9%)
16 (32.7%)
28 (19.4%)
Ovo – Vegetarian

14 (31.1%)

7 (33.3%)

6 (18.8%)

17 (34.7%)

60 (41.7%)

Lacto-Ovo
Vegetarian
Non – Vegetarian

7 (15.6%)

1 (4.8%)

8 (25%)

6 (12.2%)

43 (29.9%)

8 (17.8%)

7 (33.3%)

11 (34.4%)

10 (20.4%)

13 (9%)

<0.05*

Dietary preferences- Table No 2 shows comparison among all phenotypes and control group based on dietary preferences. 35.6
% of participants from phenotype A (hyperandrogenism, ovulatory dysfunction, polycystic ovaries) and 32.7 % from Phenotype D
(ovulatory dysfunction, polycystic ovaries) were vegetarian and preferred only milk and milk products. 25% of participants from
phenotype C and 15.6 % respondents from phenotype A preferred milk and milk products along with poultry except for meat
consumption
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Table no 3 – Dietary intake among subjects with and without PCOS.
Variables
Phenotype A
Phenotype B
Phenotype C
N=45
N= 21
N=32
Total calorie
2338±286.3
2460±323.2
2459±262.6

Phenotype D
N= 49
2335±270.6

Control
N= 144
1950±194.2

PValue
0.00

Protein

58±10.2

63±11.3

58±9.76

59±10.6

58±11.4

.353

Carbohydrate

230±50

286±55

277±62

236±58

218±48

.077

Fiber

20±6

21±8

18±6

20±5

19±7

.068

Total Fat

103±21.3

110±23.2

106±29.4

95±26.1

86.8±13.8

0.00

Dietary intake – Table No 3 shows a comparison among all phenotypes of PCOS and control group. Mean (SD) of total calorie
intake was significantly higher in phenotypic participants and compared to control group. Carbohydrate intake was high in all
phenotypes as compared to control group but statistically not significant. Protein intake was similar in all groups no statistical
differences were observed. Total fat intake was significantly high in all phenotypes as compared to the control group.
Table No-4 Risk of eating disorder among different phenotypes of PCOS and without PCOS.
Variables
Phenotype A Phenotype B Phenotype C Phenotype D
Control
N=45
N=21
N=32
N=49
N= 144

P-value

≥ 20 or High
score

32(71.1%)

≤ 20 or
Lower score

13(28.9%)

9 (42.9%)

8(25%)

14(28.6%)

109 (75.7%)

Excessive
dietary
behavior
Concern
with calorie
content

28(62.2%)

16(76.1%)

26(81.2%)

36(73.4%)

44(30.5%)

<0.01

31(68.8%)

14(66.6%)

23(71.8%)

38(77.5%)

52(36.1%)

<0.01

12(57.1%)

24(75%)

35(71.4%)

35 (24.3%)
*0.000 (at
level 0.01)

Eating disorder- Table No 4 shows the risk of eating disorder among all participants. A significant difference was observed <0.01
among all phenotype groups and control group. The risk of developing eating disorder was high in phenotype A, C, D, as compared
to phenotype B and control group. Although excessive dieting behavior and concern with calorie contents of food were high in
control group as compared to other phenotypes. Since maximum participants suffering from PCOS were obese, therefore excessive
dieting behavior or eating disorder may develop in response to excessive body weight or body appearance.
Discussion – the present study provides a database of energy intake, dietary preferences, and risk of developing eating disorder
among all phenotypes of the polycystic ovarian syndrome and its comparison to the control group. The result of the present study
shows that body weight and BMI were significantly high in PCOS subjects. Prevalence of central obesity was higher in PCOS
subjects which indicates upper body fat deposition that may occur due to excess androgen. Although among phenotypic
classification in reference of anthropometric characteristics similar data was observed that was high as compared to WHO
classification. Sachdeva et.al 2019 also found a significant difference in body mass index (<0.05) in phenotypes of the polycystic
ovarian syndrome but in contrast, no difference was observed in waist circumference 10. Shahrami et. al 2016 found a similar
result, a significant difference in anthropometric characteristics was observed in phenotypes al control group 11. Dietary preferences
were also varied among participants consumption of milk and milk products was high in phenotype A and D some studies suggest
consumption of dairy and starchy food products may enhance insulin response as compared to non-starchy foods 12, 13, 14. A study
shows lower consumption of starches, dairy products, and added sugar results in weight loss and improved insulin sensitivity in
women with PCOS. Hence dietary preferences may affect the symptoms associated with the polycystic ovarian syndrome. (phy et
al 2015) the present study shows higher calorie and fat intake in all phenotypes of PCOS 15. Present study suggests that dietary
intake may affect by excess intake of fat and lower intake of dietary fiber. Although significant difference was not observed in terms
of dietary fiber, intake of dietary fiber was high in PCOS subjects as compared to control group. In contrast, cutlar et al 2019
reported high fat intake and low dietary fiber intake in PCOS subjects as compared to normal subjects 16. A case-control study by
Amirjani et. al 2019 reported significantly higher intake of carbohydrates, protein, and fat as compared to control group after age
and BMI adjustment 17. In contrast, no significant difference was observed between the two groups in reference of energy and
macronutrient although energy intake and total fat intake play a significant role in weight gain that may trigger symptoms associated
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with polycystic ovarian syndrome 18. Some studies analyze the impact of a low carbohydrate diet on body mass index and found a
statistically significant difference in all groups 19,20. However, no significant difference was observed in protein intake, but a study
highlights an improved insulin and glucose response after a higher intake of protein 21. In the present study Risk of eating disorder
was high in PCOS subjects as compared to control group. Lee et. al. also found an increased risk of disorder eating in PCOS subjects
with concurrent anxiety symptoms similar result was also obtained by greenwood et.al. women with PCOS may have an eating
disorder in response to body weight and shape concern 22,23. In the current study, Excessive dietary behavior and concern with
calorie content were also observed in PCOS subjects that may be in response of body weight.
Conclusion – Present study highlights phenotypic classification in reference of energy intake, dietary preference, anthropometric
characteristics that may be helpful in baseline dietary treatment of different phenotypes of polycystic ovarian syndrome. A low
glycemic index diet or low-calorie diet may recommend as baseline approaches for PCOS. Further study is required to explore the
causative factor associated with eating disorder in PCOS and the impact of different dietary interventions according to the
phenotypic classification of PCOS.
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